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EXISTENCE OF TOTALLY REFLEXIVE MODULES VIA
GORENSTEIN HOMOMORPHISMS
KRISTEN A. BECK
Abstract. We define, via Gorenstein homomorphisms, a class of local rings
over which there exist non-trivial totally reflexive modules. We also provide a
general construction of such rings, which indicates their abundance.
Introduction
In 1967, Auslander first introduced the notion of a totally reflexive module when
he defined Gorenstein dimension in [2]. Since that time, totally reflexive modules
have been studied extensively. The goal of this paper is to investigate the existence
of such modules. On one hand, their existence is always guaranteed, as every pro-
jective module is trivially totally reflexive. A more interesting problem, however,
is to understand the prevalence of non-trivial (that is, non-projective) totally re-
flexive modules. It is well known that over a Gorenstein local ring, it is precisely
the maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules which are totally reflexive; when the ring is
also non-regular, these modules are non-free. However, over a non-Gorenstein ring,
non-trivial totally reflexive modules are much more elusive.
There has been some work done to answer this existence question over non-
Gorenstein rings. Among others to study this problem (see, for example, [7], [17],
[18], [20]), Avramov, Gasharov, and Peeva showed in [6, Theorem 3.2] that any lo-
cal ring R with an embedded deformation S → S/(x1, . . . , xn) ∼= R, with x1, . . . , xn
an S-regular sequence, admits non-trivial totally reflexive modules. In this paper,
we weaken the hypotheses of [6, Theorem 3.2] by considering a local ring homo-
morphism S → S/I ∼= R where I is a Gorenstein ideal of S, rather than an ideal
generated by a regular sequence. In this generality one would not expect such an
R to always admit non-trivial totally reflexive modules. However, we prove in our
main theorem that when a particular lifting of R to a Gorenstein ring exists, the
desired result is obtained. As regular sequences always lift modulo certain surjec-
tive ring homomorphisms, our result recovers that of [6], mentioned above. This
result, along with several corollaries, is given in Section 2.
In Section 3 we provide a general construction for rings of arbitrary grade which
satisfy the hypotheses of our result, and therefore admit non-trivial totally reflexive
modules. Subsequently, we give a specific example which, using machinery estab-
lished in Section 4, we show does not have an embedded deformation.
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1. Preliminaries
Throughout, let (R,m, k) denote a commutative local (meaning also Noetherian)
ring with maximal ideal m and residue class field k = R/m. All modules will be
finitely generated, and we shall reserve the symbol µR(M) for the minimal number
of generators of the R-module M . Furthermore, by (−)∗ we denote the ring dual
HomR(−, R).
1.1. Total reflexivity. Let M be a finitely generated module over R. Then M is
said to be totally reflexive if each of the following conditions hold:
(1) The canonical map M → HomR(M
∗, R) is an isomorphism.
(2) ExtiR(M,R) = 0 for all i > 0.
(3) ExtiR(M
∗, R) = 0 for all i > 0.
Moreover, we say that M is non-trivial if it is not free.
Recall that an acyclic complex C = (Ci, ∂i)i∈Z of finitely generated free R-
modules is called minimal if ∂i(Ci) ⊆ mCi−1 for all i ∈ Z (for example, see [7,
Proposition 8.1]). Furthermore, if C is such that C∗ = (C∗i , ∂
∗
i )i∈Z is also acyclic,
then it is said to be a (minimal) totally acyclic complex. Any totally acyclic complex
which is minimal and nonzero is non-trivial.
Given a totally acyclic complex C = (Ci, ∂i)i∈Z of R-modules, we have that
ΩiC = ker ∂i is a totally reflexive R-module for every i ∈ Z. Conversely, it is easy
to see that every totally reflexive module gives rise to a totally acyclic complex.
Thus, the existence of totally reflexive modules and totally acyclic complexes are
equivalent notions.
1.2. Gorenstein homomorphisms. For finitely generated Q-modules M and N ,
we define the grade of N on M by
gradeQ(N,M) = min{i | Ext
i
Q(N,M) 6= 0}.
Note that this quantity is well-defined over a non-local ring. In fact, the quantity
gradeQ(N,M) is simply the common length of the maximal M -regular sequences
contained in AnnQN . We also speak of the grade of a finitely generated Q-module
M , which is defined by
gradeQM = min{i | Ext
i
Q(M,Q) 6= 0}.
Thus, gradeQM is simply gradeQ(M,Q), as defined above.
A finitely generated Q-module M is called perfect if pdQM = gradeQM . It is
easy to see that if Q is Cohen-Macaulay and pdQM <∞, then M is perfect if and
only if it is Cohen-Macaulay. Moreover, let I ⊆ Q be an ideal such that Q/I is a
perfect Q-module. Then I is called a Gorenstein ideal if
Ext
pdQ I
Q (Q/I,Q)
∼= Q/I.
Notice that if Q is Gorenstein and R/I is a perfect Q-module, then I is a Gorenstein
ideal if and only if Q/I is a Gorenstein ring.
A surjective ring homomorphism ϕ : Q → R is called Cohen-Macaulay if R is
a perfect Q-module. Moreover, ϕ is called Gorenstein if it is perfect and kerϕ
is a Gorenstein ideal of Q. With these definitions, notice that the image of a
Cohen-Macaulay ring under a Cohen-Macaulay ring homomorphism is also Cohen-
Macaulay. Moreover, the image of a Gorenstein ring under a Gorenstein ring ho-
momorphism is Gorenstein.
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1.3. Lifting. Let ϕ : P → Q be ring homomorphism and M a finitely generated
Q-module. If there exists a finitely generated P -module N such that
(1) M ∼= Q⊗P N and
(2) TorPi (Q,N) = 0 for all i > 0
then M is said to lift to P via Q. In this case, N is called a lifting of M .
2. Existence of Non-trivial Totally Acyclic Complexes
The framework of our main theorem is motivated by the phenomenon apparent in
the most general class of rings previously known to always admit non-trivial totally
acyclic complexes: local rings having an embedded deformation. The next result
is a consequence of the explicit construction in [6, Theorem 3.2] due to Avramov,
Gasharov, and Peeva. First we give the definition.
2.1. Definition. A local ring R is said to have an embedded deformation if there
exists a local ring S and an S-regular sequence x1, . . . , xn ⊆ m
2
S such that R
∼=
S/(x1, . . . , xn).
2.2. Theorem. [6, Theorem 3.2] Let R be a local ring which has an embedded
deformation. Then there exist non-trivial totally acyclic complexes over R.
This result will prove to be corollary to our main theorem. The proof we give
below is completely different than the construction in [6].
The method used in our main result relies on the following result concerning the
descent of totally reflexive modules along homomorphisms of finite flat dimension,
cf. [10, 5.6(b)].
2.3. Lemma. Let Q be a non-regular Gorenstein ring and ϕ : Q → R a local
homomorphism of finite flat dimension. Then there exist non-trivial totally acyclic
complexes over R.
Proof. Since Q is Gorenstein and non-regular, it admits non-trivial minimal totally
acyclic complexes; let C = (Ci, ∂i)i∈Z be such a complex, and consider the totally
reflexive module ΩjC for some j ∈ Z. If fdQR = n, we have that Tor
Q
i (Ω
jC, R)
vanishes for all i > n. Letting j vary, it follows that C ⊗Q R is exact over R.
Furthermore, the isomorphism given by
HomR(C⊗Q R,R) ∼= HomQ(C, Q)⊗Q R
(cf. [11, Proposition 2.3]) implies that the same argument shows that (C⊗Q R)
∗
=
HomR(C ⊗Q R,R) is also exact over R. Therefore C ⊗Q R is a totally acyclic
complex over R, and it is non-trivial and minimal since C was. 
We can now state and prove our main theorem.
2.4. Theorem. Let ϕ : Q→ R be a Gorenstein homomorphism of local rings whose
kernel is contained in m2Q. Suppose that there exists a Gorenstein local ring P and
homomorphism ψ : P → Q of finite flat dimension. Furthermore let S = P/I be a
lifting of R to P via Q such that
(1) 0 6= I ⊆ m2P and
(2) gradeP (S, P ) ≥ gradeP (S,Q).
Then there exist non-trivial totally acyclic complexes over R.
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Proof. Consider the natural projection ϕ′ : P → S, and the map ψ′ : S → S⊗PQ ∼=
R which acts by s 7→ s ⊗ 1. Then we have the following commutative diagram of
local ring homomorphisms:
P
ϕ′





ψ

??
??
??
?
S
ψ′

??
??
??
??
Q
ϕ




R
(†)
By Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that S is a non-regular Gorenstein ring and
that fdψ′ <∞.
Let F be a minimal free resolution of S over P . Since TorPi (S,Q) vanishes for
each i > 0, a minimal free resolution of R over Q is given by F⊗P Q, and therefore
pdP S = pdQR < ∞. Also by the vanishing of Tor
P
i (S,Q) for each i > 0, we get
isomorphisms
ExtiP (S,Q)
∼= ExtiQ(R,Q)
for all i (cf. [11, 2.1(1)]). Thus, gradeP (S,Q) = gradeQ(R,Q). This and the
assumptions of the theorem now give
gradeP (S, P ) ≥ gradeP (S,Q)
= gradeQ(R,Q)
= pdQR
= pdP S
which implies that gradeP (S, P ) = pdP S, and so ϕ
′ is Cohen-Macaulay.
To show that S is a Gorenstein ring it remains to prove that Ext
pdP S
P (S, P )
∼= S.
However, since S is a perfect P -module, it is sufficient to show that the rank of
the last nonzero free module in the minimal free resolution F of S over P is one.
But this follows from the fact that F ⊗P Q is a minimal free resolution of R over
Q whose last nonzero free module has rank one.
Next we justify that S is non-regular. Let I = kerϕ′, which by assumption is
contained in m2P . We have mS/m
2
S = mP /(m
2
P + I) = mP /m
2
P . Since the Cohen-
Macaulayness of S and P , along with the Auslander-Buchsbaum formula, imply
that dimS < dimP , we therefore have
µS(mS) = µP (mP ) ≥ dimP > dimS
and so S is non-regular.
Finally we show that the map ψ′ has finite flat dimension. Let M be any S-
module. By the vanishing of TorPi (S,Q) for each i > 0, we have isomorphisms
TorSi (R,M)
∼= TorPi (Q,M) for all i. Since Q has finite flat dimension as a P -
module, this homology eventually vanishes. The finite flat dimension of R over S
follows. 
2.5. Remark. Theorem 2.4 may be regarded as a sort of ‘ascent’ analogue of [19,
Theorem 3.1(2)]. Both results use a similar factorization involving Gorenstein ho-
momorphisms, whereas the point of the theorem from [19] is that the hypotheses
placed on ϕ′ descend to ϕ.
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We list as corollaries several cases in which Theorem 2.4 applies to establish
the existence of non-trivial totally acyclic complexes over R. We shall begin by
showing that our result recovers the class of local rings which have embedded de-
formations. Our proof of this result, as well as that of Corollary 2.6 below, use
standard constructions of ring homomorphisms, as, for example, seen in [19].
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let ϕ : Q → Q/(x1, . . . , xc) ∼= R define an embedded
deformation for R, so that x1, . . . , xc is a Q-regular sequence contained in m
2
Q.
Choose a minimal system of generators z1, . . . , ze of mQ and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ c, write
xi =
∑e
j=1 rijzj where each rij ∈ mQ.
Now let ρij , ξj for 1 ≤ i ≤ c and 1 ≤ j ≤ e be indeterminates over Z. If
p = charQ/mQ, set
P = Z[ρij , ξj ](p,ρij ,ξj)
and consider the local ring homomorphism ψ : P → Q given by ρij 7→ rij , and
ξj 7→ zj for all i and j. Thus, we define χi =
∑e
j=1 ρijξj for each 1 ≤ i ≤ c and let
S = P/ (χ1, . . . , χc) .
It now suffices to show that S satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4.
First of all, notice that by way of construction, S is a lifting of R to P via Q.
To see this more explicitly, notice that
P/(χ1, . . . , χc)⊗P Q
∼=
−→ P ⊗P Q/(x1, . . . , xc)
as P -modules via the mapping given by a ⊗ b 7→ 1 ⊗ ψ(a)b, whence S ⊗P Q ∼= R.
Furthermore, as x1, . . . , xc is Q-regular and χ1, . . . , χc is P -regular, if F is a P -
free resolution of S, then F ⊗P Q yields a Q-free resolution of R. This implies
Tor-independence.
The required grade inequality is actually a grade equality in this case,
gradeP (S, P ) = c = gradeP (S,Q).
The remaining hypotheses are obvious, and the result follows. 
2.6. Corollary. Suppose that ϕ : Q → R is a Gorenstein homomorphism of grade
3. Then there exist non-trivial totally acyclic complexes over R.
Proof. By the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud structure theorem (cf. [8, Theorem 3.4.1(b)]),
there exists a (deleted) minimal free resolution of R over Q given by
F : 0→ Q
β
−→ Qd
α
−→ Qd
β∗
−→ Q→ 0
with d odd, where α = (aij) is skew-symmetric and β = (bj), such that bj is
determined by the Pfaffian of the matrix obtained by the deletion of the jth row
and column of α. Notice that β is non-trivial since d is assumed to be odd.
Through a similar process as that in the previous proof, we define a regular local
ring
P = Z[T ](p;T )
where T = {tij |1 ≤ i < j ≤ d} is a set of indeterminates over Z and p = charQ/mQ,
and a local homomorphism ψ : P → Q which acts by tij 7→ aij for each i and j.
Now consider the d × d matrix over P given by τ = (tij) where tii = 0 and
tji = tij for all i < j. Let σ = (sj) be the d × 1 matrix over P such that sj is
defined by the Pfaffian of the matrix obtained by deleting the jth row and column
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of τ . If S is the P -module defined by the cokernel of σ∗, the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud
structure theorem implies that
G : 0→ P
σ
−→ P d
τ
−→ P d
σ∗
−→ P → 0
is a (deleted) minimal free resolution of S over P . With these defined, notice that
G⊗P Q ∼= F, which implies that R lifts to P via Q. We can now use Theorem 2.4
to obtain the desired result. 
The next result addresses the case that Q is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Its proof
uses a corollary to Robert’s “new intersection theorem” (cf. [15]), which we state
as a lemma.
2.7. Lemma. Let R be a local ring, and suppose that M and N are finitely generated
R-modules of finite projective dimension over R. If TorRi (M,N) = 0 for all i > 0
and M ⊗R N is Cohen-Macaulay, then both M and N are Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. Recall that the vanishing of TorRi (M,N) for i > 0 implies that
pdR(M ⊗R N) = pdRM + pdRN.
Furthermore, by using [8, Corollary 9.4.6] along with the Auslander-Buchsbaum
formula, we obtain the following:
dimRN ≤ pdRM + dimR(M ⊗R N)
= pdR(M ⊗R N)− pdRN + depthR(M ⊗R N)
= depthRR− pdRN
= depthRN
The same proof shows that M is also Cohen-Macaulay. 
2.8.Corollary. Let ϕ : Q→ R be a Gorenstein homomorphism of local rings whose
kernel is contained in m2Q. Suppose that there exists a Gorenstein local ring P and
Cohen-Macaulay homomorphism ψ : P → Q whose kernel is contained in m2P . If R
lifts to P via Q, then there exist non-trivial totally acyclic complexes over R.
Proof. If P is non-regular, then by virtue of the fact that pdP Q and pdQR are
both finite, we have that pdP R is finite as well. Thus Lemma 2.3 shows that non-
trivial totally acyclic complexes exist over R. The rest of the proof addresses the
case that P is regular.
Let S be a lifting of R to P . First, we want to show that S is a quotient ring of
P , equivalently a cyclic P -module. We have that the induced map P/mP → Q/mQ
is an isomorphism, and therefore
R/mQR ∼= R⊗Q Q/mQ
∼= (S ⊗P Q)⊗Q Q/mQ
∼= S ⊗P Q/mQ
∼= S ⊗P P/mP
∼= S/mPS
which implies that R/mQR ∼= S/mPS as vector spaces over Q/mQ. It follows that
µP (S) = dimP/mP S/mPS = dimQ/mQ R/mQR = 1.
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Now consider the natural projection ϕ′ : P → S, and the natural local ring
homomorphism ψ′ : S → S ⊗P Q ∼= R which acts by s 7→ s ⊗ 1. Since ψ Cohen-
Macaulay implies fdP Q <∞, it is sufficient to show that S satisfies the hypotheses
of Theorem 2.4. To this end, we prove that gradeP (S, P ) ≥ gradeP (S,Q) and the
kernel of ϕ′ is contained in m2P .
In order to show the latter, let x ∈ kerϕ′. Then ψ(x) ∈ kerϕ ⊆ m2Q. Since
the induced map mP /m
2
P → mQ/m
2
Q is injective, it follows that x ∈ m
2
P . Now to
show the former, note that Q is Cohen-Macaulay since it is perfect module over a
Cohen-Macaulay ring. This fact, in turn, implies the same property for R. Recall
that Lemma 2.7 shows that S must be Cohen-Macaulay as well. Since pdP S <∞,
it follows that ϕ′ is Cohen-Macaulay. This fact and the lifting condition imply the
following equalities
gradeQ(R,Q) = pdQR = pdP S = gradeP (S, P ).
Recalling that vanishing of TorRi (S,Q) for i > 0 implies that gradeP (S,Q) =
gradeQ(R,Q) (see the proof of Theorem 2.4), the desired grade condition is satisfied.
We can now apply Theorem 2.4 to obtain the result. 
In the previous corollary, the assumption that kerψ ⊆ m2P is essential in ob-
taining totally reflexive R-modules which are non-trivial. This fact is illustrated
through the following example.
2.9. Example. Let k be a field and consider the local rings defined by:
P = k[[x, y]] Q = k[[x]] R = k[[x]]/(x2)
Furthermore, let ψ : P → k[[x, y]]/(y − x2) ∼= Q and ϕ : Q → R be the natural
projection maps. Notice that ϕ ◦ ψ : P → R can be alternately factored to obtain
the following commutative diagram of local rings
P
ϕ′





ψ

??
??
??
?
S
ψ′

??
??
??
??
Q
ϕ




R
where S = k[[x, y]]/(y) ∼= k[[x]] and ψ′ and ϕ′ are the natural projection maps.
Though S is clearly a lifting of R to P via Q, R does not fit the criteria for
Theorem 2.4 as kerψ * m2P . The consequence lies in the fact that Q is regular, and
thus all of its totally reflexive modules are in fact free. The induced R-modules will
therefore be free as well.
2.10. Corollary. Let ϕ : Q → R be a Gorenstein homomorphism of local rings
whose kernel is contained in m2Q. Suppose that P is a Gorenstein local ring and
ψ : P → Q a local homomorphism of finite flat dimension such that
(1) the induced map mP /m
2
P → mQ/m
2
Q is injective and
(2) the induced map P/mP → Q/mQ is bijective.
If there exists a Cohen-Macaulay lifting of R to P via Q, then there exist non-trivial
totally acyclic complexes over R.
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Proof. Let S be such a lifting of R to P via Q. Since S is Cohen-Macaulay and
the lifting of R implies that pdP S is finite, we have that S is a perfect P -module.
Using this fact, it is easy to follow the same steps as in the proof of Corollary 2.8
to verify that S satisfies the hypotheses necessary for the application of Theorem
2.4. 
3. Examples
In this section we turn our attention to examples of rings which admit totally
acyclic complexes by virtue of Theorem 2.4. In fact, we are able to construct
such rings with associated Gorenstein homomorphisms of arbitrary grade, which
furthermore do not have embedded deformations.
3.1. Construction. Let k be a field, and define P = k[X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym]m
where m = (X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym) is the homogeneous maximal ideal over the
polynomial ring k[X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym]. Furthermore, let mX = (X1, . . . , Xn)
and mY = (Y1, . . . , Ym) denote the homogeneous maximal ideals over the polyno-
mial rings k[X1, . . . , Xn] and k[Y1, . . . , Ym], respectively. Now let
fi ∈ PX := k[X1, . . . , Xn]mX 1 ≤ i ≤ r
gj ∈ PY := k[Y1, . . . , Ym]mY 1 ≤ j ≤ s
each be contained in the square of the respective maximal ideals. If (f1, . . . , fr)P
is a Gorenstein ideal of P and (g1, . . . , gs)P is a perfect ideal of P , then
R = P/(f1, . . . , fr, g1, . . . , gs)P
admits non-trivial totally acyclic complexes. Moreover, if (g1, . . . , gs)P is chosen to
be a non-Gorenstein ideal P , then R is a non-Gorenstein ring.
To justify these claims, let S = P/(f1, . . . , fr)P and Q = P/(g1, . . . , gs)P , and
notice that R ∼= S ⊗P Q. We need to show that S and Q are Tor-independent
P -modules, that gradeP (S, P ) ≥ gradeP (S,Q), and that the projection Q → R
is a Gorenstein homomorphism. These facts are illustrated below. In order to
make notation more concise, we let (f) and (g) denote the ideals (f1, . . . , fr)PX
and (g1, . . . , gs)PY , respectively. Furthermore, unless otherwise stated, all tensor
products are assumed to be taken over k.
First we show that TorRi (S,Q) vanishes for positive i. Take F → PX/(f) → 0
and G→ PY /(g)→ 0 to be a free resolutions over PX and PY , respectively. Then
(F ⊗ PY )m˜ and (PX ⊗G)m˜ are free resolutions of S and Q, respectively, over P ,
where we define m˜ = mX⊗PY +PX⊗mY . To see that S and Q are Tor-independent
over P , notice that
TorPi (S,Q) = Hi ((F⊗ PY )m˜ ⊗P (PX ⊗G)m˜)
∼= Hi(F⊗G)m˜
where the isomorphism is obtained from [12, 2.2]. Since this homology is isomorphic
to R for i = 0 and vanishes otherwise, we have the lifting of R to P via Q.
Next we establish the grade inequality. As S = P/(f)P is Gorenstein and
Y1, . . . , Ym is regular on S, we have that
S/(Y1, . . . , Ym)S ∼= PX/(f)
is also Gorenstein; in particular, PX/(f) is perfect as a module over PX . This fact
implies the last of the following equalities:
gradeP (S, P ) = pdP S = pdPX PX/(f) = gradePX (PX/(f), PX)
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Furthermore, note the following isomorphisms of complexes
HomP ((F⊗ PY )m˜, Q) ∼= HomPX⊗PY (F⊗ PY , PX ⊗ PY /(g))m˜
∼= (HomPX (F, PX)⊗HomPY (PY , PY /(g)))m˜
∼= (HomPX (F, PX)⊗ PY /(g))m˜
(‡)
the second of which is obtained from [12, Proof of Lemma 2.5(1)]. Now since
H (HomPX (F, PX)⊗ PY /(g)) = Ext
pdP S
PX
(PX/(f), PX)⊗ PY /(g)
∼= PX/(f)⊗ PY /(g)
is nonzero upon localizing at m˜, we have gradeP (S,Q) = gradePX (PX/(f), PX),
and therefore gradeP (S, P ) = gradeP (S,Q). In particular, the inequality holds.
Finally, we verify that Q→ R is Gorenstein. To do this, recall that the vanishing
of TorPi (S,Q) for i > 0 implies that Ext
i
Q(R,Q) = Ext
i
P (S,Q) for all i ∈ N. Thus,
gradeQ(R,Q) = gradeP (S,Q) = gradeP (S, P ).
Since, furthermore, pdQR = pdP S due to the lifting of R, we have established
that R is a perfect Q-module. To verify that Q → R is Gorenstein, it is enough
check that Ext
pdQ R
Q (R,Q)
∼= R. However, this is equivalent to checking the same
for Ext
pdP S
P (S,Q), which is obtained by taking homology of (‡). To this end, we
calculate:
Ext
pdP S
P (S,Q)
∼= (PX/(f)⊗ PY /(g))m˜
∼= R
Therefore Theorem 2.4 establishes the existence of non-trivial totally acyclic
complexes overR. In order to check the validity of the final statement, notice that if
(g)P is not a Gorenstein ideal of P , then Q is Cohen-Macaulay but not Gorenstein.
Thus, the rank of the last nonzero free module in (PX ⊗G)m˜ is greater than one.
Furthermore,
S ⊗P (PX ⊗G)m˜ → R→ 0
is a free resolution of R over S, and its last nonzero free module must also have
rank greater than one. Since S is assumed to be Gorenstein, we have shown that
R cannot be.
This section concludes with a specific example of a ring R which demonstrates
the previous construction, and which, as we shall show in the next section, has no
embedded deformation.
3.2. Example. Let k be a field and P = k[X1, . . . , X5, Y1, . . . , Y4]m, where m =
(X1, . . . , X5, Y1, . . . , Y4) is the homogeneous maximal ideal over the polynomial ring
k[X1, . . . , X5, Y1, . . . , Y4]. Now consider the local ring R = P/I, where I is defined
by the following seventeen quadratics over P :
2X1X3 +X2X3, X1X4 +X2X4, X
2
3 + 2X1X5 −X2X5
X24 +X1X5 −X2X5, X
2
1 , X
2
2 , X3X4, X3X5, X4X5, X
2
5
Y 21 , Y1Y2 − Y
2
3 , Y1Y3 − Y2Y4, Y1Y4, Y
2
2 + Y3Y4, Y2Y3, Y
2
4
We first notice that R ∼= S⊗P Q, where S = P/J , Q = P/K, and J and K are the
ideals generated by
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2X1X3 +X2X3, X1X4 +X2X4, X
2
3 + 2X1X5 −X2X5
X24 +X1X5 −X2X5, X
2
1 , X
2
2 , X3X4, X3X5, X4X5, X
2
5
and
Y 21 , Y1Y2 − Y
2
3 , Y1Y3 − Y2Y4, Y1Y4, Y
2
2 + Y3Y4, Y2Y3, Y
2
4
respectively, over P . This noted, it is clear from the discussion in the previous
construction that R fits the criteria for Theorem 2.4, and so we are guaranteed that
it admits non-trivial totally acyclic complexes. However, as we will demonstrate in
the subsequent section, R does not have an embedded deformation.
4. On The Homotopy Lie Algebra
In this section, we investigate a method which uses the homotopy Lie algebra of
a local ring to determine if it has an embedded deformation. Before giving results,
we first review some related facts.
Recall that any surjective local homomorphism Q→ R induces a map π∗(R)→
π∗(Q) on the respective graded homotopy Lie algebras. If, furthermore, Q is an
embedded deformation of R, then the natural map π∗(R)→ π∗(Q) is surjective and
its kernel is comprised of the central elements of π2(R); for details, see [4, (6.1)].
For a local ring (R,m, k) the universal enveloping algebra of π∗(R) is precisely the
graded k-algebra Ext∗R(k, k). If R is moreover a Koszul algebra, then Ext
∗
R(k, k) is
generated as a k-algebra by Ext1R(k, k); for details, see [13, Theorem 1.2].
The following result, which characterizes the algebra generated by Ext1R(k, k) for
a quadratic ring R, is a special case of a result of Lo¨fwall in [13]. Its proof has been
omitted, but details can be found in [13].
4.1. Theorem. [13, Corollary 1.3] Let k be a field and define the k-algebra R =
k[x1, . . . , xn]/(f1, . . . , fr), where
fi =
∑
j≤ℓ
aijℓxjxℓ
with each aijℓ ∈ k, are homogenous for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Then the algebra generated by
the degree one elements in Ext∗R(k, k) is given by[
Ext1R(k, k)
]
= k〈T1, . . . , Tn〉/(ϕ1, . . . , ϕs)
where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, we define
ϕi =
∑
j≤ℓ
cijℓ [Tj, Tℓ]
such that cijℓ ∈ k and [Tj , Tℓ] = TjTℓ+TℓTj. Furthermore, the (cijℓ)jℓ form a basis
for the solution set to the system of linear equations given by∑
j≤ℓ
aijℓxjℓ = 0
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. That is, (cijℓ)jℓ forms a basis for the nullspace of the matrix given
by: 

a111 · · · a1nn
...
. . .
...
ar11 · · · arnn


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As a consequence of Lo¨fwall’s result, we are able to consider degree two ele-
ments of the homotopy Lie algebra of a Koszul algebra R as quadratic forms in
[Ext1R(k, k)]. The following result illustrates this process in an extension of Theo-
rem 4.1.
4.2. Lemma. Let k be a field and consider the k-algebras given by
Q = k[x1, . . . , xn]/(f1, . . . , fr)
S = k[y1, . . . , ym]/(g1, . . . , gs)
where, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ s, the fi, gj are homogeneous forms such that
Q and S are finite dimensional and Koszul. If R = Q⊗k S then R is local and
π∗(R) ∼= π∗(Q)× π∗(S).
In particular, π∗(R) has nonzero central elements of degree two if and only if either
π∗(Q) or π∗(S) does.
Proof. Since the polynomials which define Q and S are homogeneous quadratics,
we can express them as
fi =
∑
j≤ℓ
aijℓxjxℓ
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and
gi =
∑
j≤ℓ
bijℓyjyℓ
for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Further, since
R = Q⊗k S ∼= k[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym]/(f1, . . . , fr, g1, . . . , gs)
we see that Theorem 4.1 implies[
Ext1R(k, k)
]
= k〈T1, . . . , Tn, U1, . . . , Um〉/(ϕ1, . . . , ϕα)
where α = (n + m)(n + m + 1)/2 − (r + s). For simplicity in notation, we let
β = n(n+ 1)/2− r and γ = m(m+ 1)/2− s, so that α = β + γ + nm. With this
established, the first β + γ of the ϕi are given by
ϕi =


∑
j≤ℓ
cijℓ[Tj, Tℓ] 1 ≤ i ≤ β
∑
j≤ℓ
cijℓ[Uj, Uℓ] β + 1 ≤ i ≤ β + γ
where cijℓ ∈ k is defined in such a way that (cijℓ)jℓ forms basis for the kernel of
the (r + s)× (β + γ) matrix given by:

a111 · · · a1nn
...
. . .
... 0
ar11 · · · arnn
b111 · · · b1mm
0
...
. . .
...
bs11 · · · bsmm


Furthermore, let
σ :
{
(j, ℓ) ∈ Z2 |1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m
}
→ {i ∈ Z |1 ≤ i ≤ nm}
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be a bijection; then the last nm of the ϕi are given by
ϕβ+γ+σ((j,ℓ)) = [Tj , Uℓ]
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m. Letting ti (resp. ui) denote the image in Ext
1
R(k, k)
of Ti (resp. Ui), it follows that [tj , uℓ] = [uℓ, tj ] = 0 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n and
1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m. Now it follows that
[Ext1R(k, k)]
∼= k〈T1, . . . , Tn〉/(ϕ1, . . . , ϕβ)⊗k k〈U1, . . . , Um〉/(ϕβ+1, . . . , ϕβ+γ).
Furthermore as R is assumed to be Koszul, π∗(R) can be viewed as a linear subspace
of the above expression via the natural inclusion π∗(R) →֒ Ext∗R(k, k). This implies
the result. 
4.3. Remark. The statement of Lemma 4.2 holds even when Q, S, and R are local,
but not necessarily Koszul. To see this, notice that we have an induced isomor-
phism Tor∗R(k, k)
∼= Tor∗Q(k, k) ⊗k Tor
∗
S(k, k) of k-algebras which extends to an
isomorphism of Hopf algebras with divided powers. Moreover, one can show that
this isomorphism is equivalent to an isomorphism of homotopy Lie algebras by con-
sidering the equivalence of the respective categories. (For details, see [1], [14], [16].)
Despite this more general fact, we have chosen to include the machinery of Theorem
4.1 and Lemma 4.2 so that we may justify the following result without needing the
rigor which is required of Hopf algebras.
With these results established, we are now ready to prove the assertion at the
end of the previous section.
4.4. Fact. The local ring R defined in Example 3.2 does not have an embedded
deformation.
Proof. It suffices to show that π∗(R) has no non-trivial central elements of degree 2.
By Lemma 4.2, this condition is equivalent to neither π∗(S) nor π∗(Q) containing
such elements. In [5, Example 2.1 & Section 3], Avramov, Gasharov, and Peeva
prove this condition for π∗(Q), so we only need to show the result for π∗(S). We
shall adopt the same approach as the authors of [5].
As a result of [13, Corollary 1.3], we know that the algebra generated by the
universal enveloping algebra of π∗(S) can be expressed as[
Ext1S(k, k)
]
∼= k〈T1, T2, T3, T4, T5〉/I
where I is generated by
T1T2 + T2T1, (T1T3 + T3T1)− 2(T2T3 + T3T2), (T1T4 + T4T1)− (T2T4 + T4T2)
T 23 + T
2
4 + (T2T5 + T5T2), T
2
3 + (T1T5 + T5T1) + (T2T5 + T5T2).
So it follows that π∗(S) is a graded Lie algebra on the variables t1, t2, t3, t4, t5,
each of degree one, which satisfies the relations
[t1, t2] = 0, [t1, t3] = 2[t2, t3], [t1, t4] = [t2, t4]
t
(2)
3 + t
(2)
4 = −[t2, t5], 2t
(2)
3 + t
(2)
4 = [t1, t5].
It is straightforward to see that the following forms a basis of π2(S):
u1 = t
(2)
1 u2 = t
(2)
2 u3 = t
(2)
3 u4 = t
(2)
4 u5 = t
(2)
5
u6 = [t1, t3] u7 = [t1, t4] u8 = [t3, t4] u9 = [t3, t5] u10 = [t4, t5]
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Furthermore, we assert that a basis of π3(S) is given by:
vi =


[ui+2, t1] 1 ≤ i ≤ 8
[ui−2, t3] 9 ≤ i ≤ 12
[ui−5, t4] 13 ≤ i ≤ 14
[ui−6, t5] 15 ≤ i ≤ 16
For the reader’s convenience, and in order to justify these claims, we include a
multiplication table for π3(S).
[ui, tj ] t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
u1 0 0 −2v4 −2v5 −4v1 + 2v2
u2 0 0 12v4 2v5 v1 + v2
u3 v1
1
2v1 0 −2v10 −2v11
u4 v2
1
2v2 −2v13 0 −
1
2v3+4v11
u5 v3 −v3 + 4v11 −2v15 −2v16 0
u6 v4 −
1
2v4 −
1
2v1 −v9 − v6 −v7 + 2v13
u7 v5 −v5 v9 −
1
2v2 −v8 + 4v10
u8 v6
1
2v6 −
1
2v9 v10 v13 −v12 − v14
u9 v7
1
2v7 − 3v13 v11 v14 v15
u10 v8 v8 − 6v10 v12
1
4v3 − 2v11 v16
It is clear from this table that the elements v1, . . . , v16 span π
3(S). In order
to justify their linear independence, we note that rankk π
3(S) = ε3(S), the third
deviation of S, cf. [3, Theorem 10.2.1(2)]. This quantity can be calculated in terms
of the Betti numbers of k over S as follows
ε1 = b1
ε2 = b2 −
(
ε1
2
)
ε3 = b3 − ε2ε1 −
(
ε1
3
)(♯)
(cf. [3, Section 7]). Calculating a minimal S-free resolution of k yields that
PSk (t) = 1 + 5t+ 20t
2 + 76t3 + · · ·
which we use to evaluate the expressions in (♯), and obtain ε3 = 16. Thus,
v1, . . . , v16 is in fact a basis of π
3(S).
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Now suppose u =
∑10
i=1 αiui is central in π
2(S). Then 0 = [u, t1] =
∑10
i=3 αivi−3
implies that u = α1u1 + α2u2. Furthermore, using the above table yields
0 = [u, t5]
= α1[u1, t5] + α2[u2, t5]
= (−4α1 + α2)v1 + (2α1 + α2)v2
which implies that u = 0. We have therefore proven that π2(S) does not contain
nonzero central elements, and thus R does not have an embedded deformation. 
Recalling that (Gorenstein) local rings of codimension at most 3 (resp. 4) have
embedded deformations, we have that the ring defined in Example 3.2, in the way of
codimension, the smallest such possible which satisfies the hypotheses of our main
result, yet does not have an embedded deformation.
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